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WRIA 9 WATERSHED ECOSYSTEM FORUM 
 

TUKWILA COMMUNITY CENTER 
SOCIAL HALL 

 

Thursday, August 8, 2019 
4:00 to 6:30 p.m. 

AGENDA 
         Page Number 

I. Welcome & Introductions  Marlla Mhoon, Co-Chair, 
Councilmember, City of Covington 4:00-4:05 

II. Public Comment  Marlla Mhoon 4:05-4:15 

III. Approval of Meeting Summary 
 

Action:  Approve May 9, 2019 Meeting Summary 
5 Marlla Mhoon 4:15 

IV. "Map Your River" participatory mapping activity  
Sarah Kavage, Artist in 
Residence, City of Tukwila 4:15-4:40 

V. Conservation Future Tax & Parks Levy Grant 
Recommendations 8 

Terry Lavender 
Chair, King County Conservation 
Futures Advisory Committee 

4:40-4:50 

VI. Evaluation of Effectiveness of WRIA 9 and its 
Service Provider, King County 9 Jan Glick 

Jan Glick and Associates 4:50-5:00 

VII. 
2020 WRIA 9 Budget, Work Plan, and Cost Shares 
Action:  Approve WRIA 9 2020 Budget, Work Plan, and 
Cost Shares 

26 Doug Osterman 
WRIA 9 Salmon Recovery Manager 5:00-5:35 

 Break: Light Dinner will be provided   5:35-5:50 

VIII. Lower Green River Corridor Programmatic Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS)  

Michelle Clark 
Executive Director, King County 
Flood Control District 

5:50-6:00 

IV. Port of Seattle Proposed New Cruise Terminal & 
other Habitat Programs and Projects  

Jon Sloan 
Senior Environmental Program 
Manager, Port of Seattle 

6:00-6:25 

X. Wrap Up/Next Steps  
Doug Osterman 6:25-6:30 

 
Next Watershed Ecosystem Forum Meeting: Thursday, November 14, 2019, 4:00 to 6:30 p.m.  

 

Tukwila Community Center, Social Hall 
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M E M O R A N D U M 
August 1, 2019 

 

 
TO:        WRIA 9 Watershed Ecosystem Forum 
 
FR:         Doug Osterman, WRIA 9 Salmon Recovery Manager 
 
RE:        Watershed Ecosystem Forum Meeting – Thursday, August 8, 2019, Tukwila Community Center, 4 to
 6:30 pm 
 
The summer meeting of the WRIA 9 Watershed Ecosystem Forum (WEF) is Thursday, August 8, from 4:00 p.m. 
to 6:30 p.m. at the Tukwila Community Center, Social Hall. The agenda for the meeting is included in the 
meeting packet.  Review of Agenda Items: 
 
Conservation Future Tax & Parks Levy Grant Recommendations—Wins for Salmon and Social Justice 
Terry Lavender, Chair, King County Conservation Futures Advisory Committee, will overview the acquisition 
projects in WRIA 9 and 10 that are recommended for funding.  A table of the projects is included with the 
packet.  Projects recommended are located in Seattle, Tukwila, Federal Way, Normandy Park, Tukwila, Kent, 
and unincorporated areas near Black Diamond and Enumclaw as well as Vashon Island.  The recommended 
projects have significant overlap with WRIA 9 salmon recovery needs and are located in areas of equity and 
social justice need in which local matching requirements are waived. 
 
Map Your Watershed Activity 
Sarah Kavage, Artist in Residence, City of Tukwila, will lead the WEF through a participatory mapping activity 
for the Green/Duwamish and Central Puget Sound watershed.  Sarah led a group of children in the Tukwila 
School District through the activity for the Duwamish River portion of the watershed and the results were 
outstanding, revealing how the kids view their river. 
 
Evaluation of Effectiveness of WRIA 9 and its Service Provider, King County 
Jan Glick of Jan Glick & Associates will overview the report he prepared documenting and summarizing the 
feedback he received through telephone interviews with 23 WEF member entities on the evaluation of the 
performance of King County as WRIA 9’s service provider and fiscal agent and the quality of the WRIA 9 
services.  The final report is included with the packet. 
 
2020 WRIA 9 Budget, Work Plan, and Cost Shares 
The WEF provisionally approved the 2020 budget last year as part of its biennial budget for 2019/20, providing 
the opportunity to adjust the 2020 budget to reflect current information and opportunities. Key adjustments 
to the provisionally-approved 2020 budget and work plan recommended by the Management Committee are: 
 

• The provisional budget amount of $437,774 is adjusted pursuant to updated Consumer Price Index for 
Wages (CPI-W).  This “status quo” budget of $472,025 is slightly less than provisionally approved 
because the CPI-W is less than projected last year.   The adjusted provisionally approved 2020 budget 
is only $11,737 more than this year (2019). 

• The work plan scope is proposed to increase stewardship services for the Lower Green River by 0.25 
full-time employee equivalency which costs $56,459.  However, the Management Committee 
recommends allocating $18,579 projected 2020 carry forward funds to support the work, reducing the 
cost of additional stewardship to $37,880. 
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Management Committee’s rationale for increasing stewardship Services:  King County currently supports a 
Lower Green Basin Steward position at 0.75 FTE.  Expanding the Basin Steward from 0.75 FTE to 1.00 FTE is 
critical to fully implement the Re-Green the Green Revegetation Strategy, coordinate and support the efforts 
of partners (cities of Tukwila, Kent, and Auburn, county agencies, environmental groups, Muckleshoot Tribe, 
and WRIA 9), and develop an inclusive public outreach strategy—in coordination with partners—focused on 
the importance of riparian tree canopy and inspiring local residents to take action on their land or as a 
volunteer. The 2011 Green River Temperature TMDL identified the need for an increase of tall, continuous 
riparian vegetation as a key strategy in addressing high water temperatures. In addition, increasing riparian 
vegetation will improve habitat for threatened Chinook and steelhead by improving water quality, increasing 
food availability, and eventually creating a source of large woody debris. As the Lower Green River is a complex 
basin with multiple jurisdictions, engaged non-profit partners, a thriving Agricultural Production District, and 
over 25 miles of levees and revetments, a full time basin steward position is critical in coordinating habitat 
improvement efforts with these diverse partners. 
 
The scope of the 2020 WRIA 9 work plan (in the packet) includes the addition of Lower Green River 
stewardship. A budget table is included with the packet, showing comparisons between the 2019 budget, 2020 
provisionally approved budget, CPI-W adjustments to the 2020 provisional budget, and the 2020 Management 
Committee recommended budget, including an additional 0.25 FTE for Lower Green River stewardship. 
 
Correspondingly, the cost share table (in the packet) indicates the cost shares of the 17 local governments for 
supporting WRIA 9:  (1) this year; (2) as provisionally approved for 2020 (with  CPI-W adjustments); and (3) as 
recommended by the Management Committee for 2020, reflecting the increase in cost shares to support  
increased stewardship services. 
 
Other stewardship services considerations:  The Management Committee deliberated providing stewardship 
services beginning in 2020 for the Duwamish River and mainland nearshore areas of WRIA 9, as called for by 
the WRIA 9 Salmon Habitat Plan.  Instead, the committee decided to take more time to evaluate stewardship 
services in these areas, and to sync consideration of adding them to the WRIA 9 work plan with WRIA 9 budget 
development for 2021/22. 
 
Lower Green River Corridor Programmatic Draft Environmental Impact Statement (PDEIS) 
Michelle Clark, Executive Director, King County Flood Control District, will report on the status of the 
Environmental Impact Statement and Corridor Plan following the conclusion of the PDEIS scoping process. 
 
Port of Seattle Proposed changes to Cargo and Cruise Ship terminals in Elliott Bay and Overview of Habitat 
Programs and Projects 
Jon Sloan, Senior Environmental Program Manager, Port of Seattle, will give a presentation on the Port actions 
and opportunities to restore habitat in the Duwamish River and Elliott Bay areas of WRIA 9. 
 
Countywide Parks and Recreation Levy 
While not on the agenda, we are providing the link to important countywide parks and recreation levy 
information. 
  
Additional packet information includes the King County Executive’s letter to the Army Corps of Engineers 
calling for accelerating construction of the downstream fish passage facility at Howard Hanson Dam, the Corps’ 
response to the Executive, and the July Salmon Recovery Manager Report. 
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Meeting Packet materials include: 

1. WEF Agenda 
2. Summary of May 9, 2019 WEF meeting 
3. Conservation Futures Project Funding Recommendations table 
4. Service provider evaluation report 
5. 2020 budget table 
6. Management Committee recommended 2020 work plan 
7. Management Committee recommended cost shares for 2020 table 
8. King County Executive letter to the Corps 
9. Corps’ response letter 
10. July Salmon Recovery Manager Report 
 
Meeting materials are also available on the WRIA 9 website.  

 
Please contact me with questions, I am happy to walk you through the packet information.  I look forward to 
seeing you at the meeting. 
 
Doug Osterman, AICP 
Salmon Recovery Manager 
Green/Duwamish & Central Puget Sound Watershed (WRIA 9) 
201 South Jackson Street, Suite 600 
Seattle, WA  98104-3855 
Doug.Osterman@kingcounty.gov 
New!  206-477-4793 
Making Our Watershed Fit for a King 
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Members Present Affiliation 
1.  Councilmember (CM) Lydia Assefa-Dawson City of Federal Way 
2.  Josh Baldi King County 
3.  Al Barrie Mid-Sound Fisheries Enhancement Group (MSFEG) 
4.  Weston Brinkley GD-UWP 
5.  CM Bob Edgar City of Burien 
6.  CM Lisa Herbold City of Seattle 
7.  CM Marlla Mhoon, Meeting Chair City of Covington 
8.  Joe Miles WA Department of Natural Resources (DNR) 
9.  Brandon Parsons American Rivers 
10.  Stewart Reinbold WA Department of Fish & Wildlife 
11.  CM Dennis Robertson City of Tukwila 
12.  Chris Searcy City of Enumclaw 

 

Alternates Present Affiliation 
13.  Amanda Leon City of Normandy Park 
14.  Mike Mactutis City of Kent 
15.  Tom Malphrus Covington Water District 
16.  Kathy Minsch  City of Seattle 
17.  Ron Straka City of Renton 
18.  Laura Wolfe Port of Seattle 

 

Other Attendees Present Affiliation 
19.  Sarina Ames Resident 
20.  Roseann Barnhill Dirt Corps 
21.  Elizabeth Butler RCO 
22.  Robert Comiskey Normandy Park resident 
23.  Jessica Cote Consultant 
24.  Randall Dejarlais Seattle University 
25.  Peter Donaldson Sustainability Ambassadors 
26.  Alexandra Doty Puget Sound Partnership 
27.  Stephanie Eckard Mid-Sound Fisheries Enhancement Group 
28.  Matt Goehring WRIA 9 Planning and Technical Coordinator 
29.  David Graves City of Seattle 
30.  Kollin Higgins King County 
31.  Jasmine Ka Forterra 
32.  Josh Kahan King County 
33.  Janne Kaje King County 
34.  Wes Lauer Seattle University 
35.  Tara Luckie Environmental Science Center 
36.  Russell Lynch Seattle University 
37.  William McDonald Seattle University 
38.  Daanyal Nasar Seattle University 
39.  Doug Osterman WRIA 9 Salmon Recovery Manager 
40.  Mike Perfetti City of Tukwila 
41.  Don Scanlon Tukwila Parks 
42.  David Shumate Resident 
43.  Suzanna Smith WRIA 9 Habitat Projects Coordinator 
44.  Kelly Steffen Environmental Science Center 
45.  Alison Thomas Tyee High School 
46.  Laura West WRIA 9 Administrative Coordinator 

I) Welcome and Introductions 
Meeting Chair Marlla Mhoon called the Watershed Ecosystem Forum (WEF) meeting to order and led introductions.  
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II) Public Comment  
Peter Donaldson read a poem titled Salmon Egg. Bob Comiskey, Normandy Park resident, shared a personal experience with 
maintaining his waterfront property without a bulkhead. Bob attended a King Conservation District (KCD) workshop and 
retained professional help, both of which he found extremely helpful. Bob believes a neighborhood wide approach is necessary 
for effectiveness and seeks help reaching out to his neighbors. Marlla Mhoon thanked Bob for his comments and commitment.    

III) Approval of Meeting Summary 

IV) WRIA 9 Capital Project and Program Priorities 
Suzanna Smith, WRIA 9 Habitat Projects Coordinator, presented on the suite of projects recommended for funding by the 
Implementation Technical Committee. Suzanna overviewed funding sources, including $1,983,226 from King County Flood 
Control District Cooperative Watershed Management (CWM), $153,000 from 2006 King Conservation District, $175,000 from 
King County One Million Trees, $295,895 from Salmon Recovery Funding Board, and $200,000 from Puget Sound Acquisition 
and Restoration returned requests. Suzanna also highlighted other funding sources that project sponsors sought funding for to 
leverage WRIA 9 funding. Suzanna walked through the individual grant requests. Thomas Malphrus asked about the labor issue 
that caused the unexpected cost increase for the Green River Riparian Revegetation project. Suzanna replied that it was a 
prevailing wage issue, with a doubling of labor costs. Anything that is considered new planting falls under the new prevailing 
wage. Marlla Mhoon commented on the far reaching impact of the Salmon Heroes program. Lydia Assefa-Dawson asked about 
the removal of the radio tower on Vashon in the Pt. Heyer/KVI Beach project. Suzanna replied that the company was looking to 
move the tower anyways and decided to sell this parcel and move it. Marlla Mhoon asked for clarification on non-functioning 
flapgates. Kollin Higgins explained that most flapgates are built for flooding and close to prevent river water from going back in 
behind them. Water exiting from a creek opens the door just slightly, making it hard for fish to get through. Marlla Mhoon 
asked about the process to apply for return funds. Suzanna explained that each watershed has an opportunity to request return 
funds from the state from projects that have failed or closed out under budget. Suzanna works with project sponsors to submit a 
budget and request. Dennis Robertson expressed support for the economic study proposed by American Rivers. Property tax is 
one of the biggest revenue generators for local jurisdictions. There is data that shows residential property values go up in areas 
where river restoration has been done, but no data exists for similar projects on commercial properties. American Rivers 
proposes to study this and hopefully have data to show jurisdictions that restoration projects are beneficial. Brandon Parsons 
noted that American Rivers hopes to have the study finished by summer 2020.  

V) Watershed Leadership for 2019 
Dennis Robertson briefed the WEF on the upcoming WRIA 9 leadership change with him and Bill Peloza not running for re-
election. Dennis commented that the WRIA 9 leadership roles are rewarding and offered for anyone who is interested in the role 
to speak with him, Bill, or Marlla. Dennis added that the Management Chair should ideally have management and 
administrative experience. Josh Baldi asked if anyone had expressed interest in filling the role and if there was a succession 
plan. Doug Osterman replied that Normandy Park Councilmember Susan West expressed interest in one of the roles. Josh Baldi 
offered support to make it a successful transition. Marlla Mhoon suggested that the WEF Co-Chairs could attend some of the 
regional meetings in place of the Management Committee chair if the time commitment was an issue. Doug Osterman added 
that the Management Committee commissioned an assessment of the service provider’s quality of services to WRIA 9 parties 
and a consultant will be reaching out starting in early summer. 
 
VI) Marine Shoreline Study 
Kollin Higgins presented on his WRIA 9 Marine Shoreline Study. There are 92 miles of marine shoreline in WRIA 9. King 
County/Vashon Maury Island represent about 50% of the marine shoreline by length, followed by Seattle and other cities. 
Kollin reminded the WEF that the WRIA 9 plan discourages new shoreline armoring and supports monitoring and enforcement. 
Kollin explained that armoring means human made structures put in place to reduce shoreline erosion. The structures can be 
made out of rock, concrete slabs, cement, creosote pilings, etc. Kollin explained that most beaches exist in WRIA 9 because of 
bluffs and landslides. When we limit landslides, we limit how beaches form and remain. Forage fish (sand lance, herring and 
surf smelt), which are at the base of the food chain and are critical for salmon and other species, eat the phytoplankton that 
spawn on the upper beach where humans like to put shoreline armoring. Beaches also provide habitat for juvenile salmon. 
Armored beaches tend to be narrower, have less wood, and have more seagulls and crows.  

The Watershed Ecosystem Forum unanimously approved the meeting summary for the February 28, 2019 meeting. 
 

The Watershed Ecosystem Forum unanimously approved the 2019 WRIA 9 project lists as presented for Cooperative 
Watershed Management, Salmon Recovery Funding Board funding, King Conservation District funding, and 1 Million Trees. 
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King County has baseline shoreline survey data from 2004-2005. In 2012-2013, Kollin performed another shoreline survey that 
showed low compliance with permits and many instances of new armoring. Kollin completed a subsequent shoreline survey in 
2016 where he took photos from a boat and compared them to photos from previous years to look for new bulkheads and other 
changes. In 2016, they saw 150 changes from previous survey data. King County and Seattle had the highest number of 
changes, but the rate of changes per mile was pretty even across all jurisdictions. Kollin evaluated impacts of the development 
to ecological and physical processes, such as how light reaches the shore, sediment delivery and transport, and organic material 
accumulation. New armoring and clearing projects have had the biggest impact. Kollin also evaluated compliance with permits 
and found that King County residents had a lower rate of compliance. Kollin believes there is a need to improve communication 
between WDFW and jurisdictions, who both require permits. Unfortunately, in WRIA 9, there is more armor going in than 
being taken out. 75% of the length of new armoring was not permitted. Kollin recommends studying why permit compliance 
rates are so low, adding new requirements for state and local permit cross-referencing, studying a larger portion of Puget Sound, 
studying if the Shoreline Management Act’s standard of “no net loss of ecological function” is being met, and researching other 
land use enforcement frameworks. The full report is available online.  

Marlla Mhoon asked about enforcement mechanisms. Kollin replied that each jurisdiction has their own method of 
enforcement. Josh Baldi commented that King County is putting together a work group to look into King County’s enforcement 
methods. In the current complaint-based system, King County employees are not allowed to notify the permitting department of 
violations. Dennis commented that he had a frustrating experience trying to submit a complaint via an online system. Kollin 
added that much of the unpermitted work was done by the landowner without the help of a contractor. Contractors aren’t liable, 
but some follow the regulations better than others.  
 
VII) Seattle University (SU) Senior Project – Duwamish River Oxbow Salmon Habitat Restoration 
Russell Lynch, William McDonald, Daanyal Nasar, and Randall Dejarlais, civil and environmental engineering students at 
Seattle University, presented on their capstone project to create conceptual restoration design alternatives for the Desimone 
Oxbow site in WRIA 9 on the Duwamish River. Historical dredging and filling has reduced the amount of mudflat and tidal 
marsh in the Duwamish Estuary to almost nothing. The Desimone Oxbow is important because it is the first upstream bend on 
the Duwamish River that hasn’t been straightened. It is a high priority location due to its position adjacent to the transition zone, 
where fresh and salt water mix, and where juvenile salmon adjust to salt water conditions. The Seattle University students 
looked to mirror natural processes in their designs and provide riparian vegetation for juvenile salmon. Currently, the site is 30 
acres of unused parking. The students noted a number of design limitations, including land acquisition totaling roughly $38 
million across three parcels, liquefaction risk, zoning restrictions, compliance with Tukwila’s shoreline master program, 
flooding, and sea level rise. The team walked through the three design alternatives ranging from full land acquisition and 
restoration to no acquisition with commercial development and restoration that accommodates the developer’s interests. The 
team is currently wrapping up cost estimates, assessing long term behaviors, developing recommendations for monitoring, and 
creating virtual flythroughs.  

Thomas Malphrus expressed support for the Seattle University partnership and asked about the site near the 1st Ave Bridge with 
similar side channels. Doug Osterman replied that the State of Washington re-did the 1st Ave Bridge. Thomas suggested looking 
at data from that site to compare. Peter Donaldson asked if the students were looking at green infrastructure. They confirmed 
that they are looking at green infrastructure, including bio retention swales. Al Barrie asked if the current owners were looking 
to sell the property. Doug replied that WRIA 9 has been in conversation with Desimone Trust, who doesn’t want to sell the land 
but will consider a long term lease, which fits well with restoration and mitigation. Desimone Trust is open to doing this work 
and Doug thinks a partial development alternative could be enticing to them. Another party is interested in the lease option and 
is doing due diligence on the property. Kelly Steffen suggested looking at sites restored by the Stillaguamish Tribe and 
connecting with Greg Hood at the Skagit River System Cooperative. Don Scanlon suggested checking with the Tukwila Fire 
department about safety of the northern bridge. Al Barrie commented that the Boeing foot bridge on the property might not be 
necessary anymore. Doug Osterman added that Boeing isn’t sure what they’ll do when their lease expires.  
 
VIII) Wrap up/Next Steps 
Marlla Mhoon thanked Doug Osterman and the WRIA 9 team for their proactive work, which she is proud to be a part of. Doug 
Osterman provided an update on the State Capital Budget. Several WRIA 9 projects were funded from state grant programs. 
The meeting adjourned at 6:30 pm. The next WEF meeting is on August 8, 2019 from 4:00-6:30pm at Tukwila Community 
Center.  
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Conservation Futures Advisory Committee 2020 Funding Recommendations 
 

WRIA 9-Related Projects 
 

Applicant Project Name Recommended Award Funding Source 
Forterra (in 
Federal Way) 

East Hylebos Watershed Conservation $500,000 CFT annual 

Normandy Park Beaconsfield Nearshore $42,500 CFT bond 
Seattle Duwamish River Shoreline: Unity Electric $1,000,000 CFT annual (match waiver) 
Seattle Duwamish River Shoreline: Silver Bay $500,000 CFT annual (conditional match waiver) 
Tukwila Duwamish River Habitat Corridor $335,000 CFT bond (match waiver) 
King County Bass Lake Complex $1,330,000 CFT annual, bond, and Parks Levy 
King County Green River-Newaukum Creek $2,268,875 CFT annual, bond, and Parks Levy 
King County Lower Soos Creek Protection $480,000 CFT bond & Parks Levy 
King County Vashon Marine Shoreline $2,900,000 CFT annual, bond & Parks Levy 
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JAN GLICK & ASSOCIATES 

Executive Summary 
 
Evaluation of the Service Provider:  King County Department of Natural Resources and Parks, Regarding 
Provision of Fiscal Management and Administrative Tasks 
 

• The service provider is generally seen as successful to very successful:  On four of the five service provider 
evaluation questions, 81% to 94% of responses fell in the Successful and Very Successful categories. 

• The one exception to this is the maintenance of the firewall between King County as the service provider and 
King County as a WRIA member, with the average response being slightly lower, but still in the successful 
category, because the comment letter to WDFW regarding hatcheries1 breached the KC-WRIA 9 service provider 
firewall.  This was, however, generally seen as an isolated incident. 

• The largest number of comments on this section of the evaluation cited the high quality of the service provider 
work. 

 
Assessment of WRIA 9:  Achieving Habitat Restoration Goals 

• 86% of respondents rated WRIA 9 as either very successful or successful in facilitating Salmon Recovery 
Funding Board, Puget Sound Acquisition and Restoration, Cooperative Watershed Management, King 
Conservation District, and other grant-funded project implementation. 

• In the other four WRIA 9 assessment categories, the average rating for WRIA 9 in achieving habitat restoration 
goals was successful. 

• The comment cited by the largest number of respondents was that success in achieving habitat restoration goals 
is dependent upon available funding. 

• In addition to funding, the complexity of multiple factors that need to be addressed to restore habitat, and the 
multiple competing interests, including but not limited to flood control policies, all constrain WRIA 9’s success at 
achieving habitat restoration goals. 

 
Assessment of WRIA 9:  Stakeholder and Public Coordination and Relationship Building 

• 71% to 74% of all respondents to the three questions in this category rated WRIA 9 as either somewhat 
successful or successful. 

• A wide variety of suggestions were cited for improved coordination with tribes and other underserved 
communities, and other outreach, coordination and relationship building. 

 
Very high interest in working cooperatively with others to pursue adequate funding for salmon recovery 

• 64% of respondents are very interested in pursuing adequate funding. 
• A total of 96% of respondents are somewhat to very interested in pursuing adequate funding. 

 
High level of interest for WRIA 9 staff to provide greater policy support and technical support to the cities 
on plan, code and program development and implementation, and communications with staff, city councils, 
committees, and utility districts to support consistent implementation of the WRIA 9 Salmon Habitat Plan 

• 87% of respondents are either interested or very interested in having WRIA 9 staff provide such additional 
support. 

 
 
 
  

                                                      
1 While respondents described the comment letter regarding hatcheries as being addressed to WDFW, in fact it 
was a comment letter to NOAA 
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Evaluation Purpose and Process  
 
The 17 municipalities that lie in the Green/Duwamish and Central Puget Sound Watershed form the WRIA 9 
Watershed Forum.  Section 4.6 of the Interlocal Agreement (ILA) that governs the entity’s operations calls for an 
evaluation of the performance of the Fiscal Agent and the Service Provider, to ensure that quality services are 
efficiently, effectively and responsibly delivered. 
 
Serving as the first assessment performed under the new Interlocal Agreement approved unanimously by the local 
government partners for the period 2016-2025, the evaluation reflects the perceptions of the members of the forum, a 
list of which is included as an appendix to this document.  The evaluation was designed to assess the following: 
 

Section A:  Service Provider Evaluation:  The quality of services provided to the Watershed Forum by 
the service provider, King County Department of Natural Resources and Parks are found in Section A. 

 
Sections B & C:  WRIA 9’s Effectiveness at achieving habitat restoration goals are assessed in Sections 
B and C, divided among two categories; achieving habitat restoration goals in Section B and public 
outreach and coordination and relationship building in Section C. 
 
Section D:  WRIA 9 Planning:  The Management Committee and WRIA 9 staff are utilizing this 
evaluation/interview process as a vehicle to assess two possible planning strategies/tactics, in a brief 
Section D. 
 

To implement the evaluation, phone interviews were performed with the stakeholders listed in Appendix A, and the 
results are summarized herein. 
 
Context:  All interview questions were considered in the context of the following two factors, which the consultant 
explained to the stakeholder prior to each phone interview: 
 

• A recognition that WRIA 9’s work is being performed within the context of the (limited) money available to it. 
• The assessment covers the time period since the renewal of the ILA in 2016 by all 16 cities and King County. 

 
 

Results Presentation Format 
 
Multiple Choice Questions:  Where percentages of responses are clustered such that the vast majority of 
responses fall into a limited number of categories, those responses are shaded for ease of readability. 
 
Text Comments:   

• Every stakeholder was offered the opportunity to provide additional text comments at the end of each of the four 
sections of the evaluation.   

• Every text comment is included in the report.   
• Similar comments have been summarized at the top of each comment list, in priority order based on number of 

similar comments.  

Rounding of Percentages:  In a small number of instances, percentage responses were rounded up or down no 
more than one percent to enable total of responses to equal 100%.  
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Section A) Evaluation of the Service Provider:  King County Department of Natural 
Resources and Parks, Regarding Provision of Fiscal Management and Administrative 
Tasks 
 
1. How successful do you feel the Service Provider has been in providing its fiscal, budget, and billing 

responsibilities? 
 Number of 

Responses 
Percentage of 

Responses  
(excluding abstentions) 

Very successful 8 44% 
Successful 9 50% 
Somewhat successful   
Neutral or no effect 1 6% 
Not successful at all   
Abstain 5  
Total  23 100% 

 
2. How successful do you feel the Service Provider has been in providing other administrative tasks such as 

staff recruitment and retention, preparing for and supporting meetings, and addressing concerns of WRIA 
ILA parties and other participants? 

 Number of 
Responses 

Percentage of 
Responses  

(excluding abstentions) 
Very successful 10 48% 
Successful 7 33% 
Somewhat successful 2 9.5% 
Neutral or no effect 2 9.5% 
Not successful at all   
Abstain 2  
Total 23 100% 

 
3. How successful do you believe the Service Provider has been in maintaining the firewall between King 

County as the service provider and as King County as a WRIA member? 
 Number of 

Responses 
Percentage of 

Responses  
(excluding abstentions) 

Very successful 3 16% 
Successful 9 47% 
Somewhat successful 4 21% 
Neutral or no effect 2.5 13% 
Not successful at all .5 3% 
Abstain 4  
Total 23 100% 
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4. How successful do you believe the Service Provider has been in equitably providing services to all ILA 
Parties? 

 Number of 
Responses 

Percentage of 
Responses  

(excluding abstentions) 
Very successful 10 53% 
Successful 7 37% 
Somewhat successful 1 5% 
Neutral or no effect 1 5% 
Not successful at all   
Abstain 4  
Total 23 100% 

 
5. How successful do you believe the Service Provider has been in appropriately and strategically utilizing staff 

resources to implement the WRIA 9 Salmon Habitat Plan? 
 Number of 

Responses 
Percentage of 

Responses (excluding 
abstentions) 

Very successful 8 36% 
Successful 12 54% 
Somewhat successful 1 5% 
Neutral or no effect 1 5% 
Not successful at all   
Abstain 1  
Total 23 100% 
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Section A Comments 
 
Comments with Multiple Similar Responses (Number of similar responses shown in parentheses) 
 (7) Service provider work is high quality 

• They are doing a great job! 
• We have excellent staff and I appreciate the quality of scientists we have access to. 
• They are improving and trending toward very successful. 
• Service Provider has deep expertise and a lot of bandwidth. 
• Their work on recruiting staff has been strong. 
• I find them to be very organized and well planned. 
• They have been on top of what has been happening. They are always prepared. 

(5)  Comment letter to WDFW2 regarding hatcheries breached KC-WRIA 9 service provider firewall 
• There was a breakdown in the firewall between King County and King County as the Service Provider with the 

comments on the hatchery letter to WDFW.  Make sure you are tracking what is going on to avoid last minute 
crisis response requiring too fast a response. 

• Comment letter from WRIA 9 regarding hatcheries, which was one where the firewall was impacted perhaps due 
to Executive influence.  An unfortunate incident, appeared to be political pressure, but otherwise it has been 
successful. 

• Could be more clear when he is speaking on behalf of WRIA 9 vs KC. 
• A reminder that the service provider works for us – regarding the hatchery issue, Doug also works for us and he 

should not be experiencing any conflicts when he is working for us. 
• The hatchery letter was a deliberate and unacceptable attempt to undercut the firewall between the WRIA and the 

County. 

 (4) Complexity of many competing interests among jurisdictions makes this work hard 
• Work harder to try to find a balance between competing interests within jurisdictions, even if the competing 

interest is not 100% compatible with salmon recovery. 
• The many competing interests make this work hard. 
• My take on equity is that it is driven by the plan, so each participant has an opportunity to bring forward their 

priorities weighted within the plan, and in this context, I think it is being implemented equitably. And that in 
combination with a commitment to update the plan, all voices can indeed be heard. 

• Working on dealing with issues related to city priorities has not been successful. 

Single Comments  
• Wherever possible, make decisions by the full forum rather than the management committee on a greater 

number of issues. 
• Additional meeting reminders or text messages to remind busy public official officials of upcoming meetings. 
• I don’t think our city has gotten any beneficial services from WRIA 9. 
• It would be interesting to have WRIA 9 come to one of our Council meetings to see if anyone wants to get more 

involved and get more reports from them.  
• They did revamping at King County that made budgeting clearer and easier, although we got blindsided on 

unemployment benefits. 
• Projects go where the need is. 
• Tukwila room is sometimes hard to hear in.  

                                                      
2 While respondents described the comment letter regarding hatcheries as being addressed to WDFW, in fact it 
was a comment letter to NOAA 
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Section B) Assessment of WRIA 9:  Achieving Habitat Restoration Goals 
 
6. How successful do you feel WRIA 9 has been in providing a framework for cooperation and coordination 

among ILA parties and the other member agencies and entities of the Forum, especially regarding 
addressing regional policies and plans that affect regional issues and implementation of the WRIA 9 Salmon 
Habitat Plan? 

 Number of 
Responses 

Percentage of 
Responses  

(excluding abstentions) 
Very successful 8 35% 
Successful 7 30% 
Somewhat successful 8 35% 
Neutral or no effect   
Not successful at all   
Abstain   
Total 23 100% 

 
7. How successful do you feel WRIA 9 has been in implementing the WRIA 9 Salmon Habitat Plan and staying 

focused to achieve its habitat restoration and salmon recovery actions and goals? 
 Number of 

Responses 
Percentage of 

Responses  
(excluding abstentions) 

Very successful 4 17% 
Successful 11 48% 
Somewhat successful 6.5 28% 
Neutral or no effect 1.5 7% 
Not successful at all   
Abstain   
Total 23 100% 

 
8. How successful do you feel WRIA 9 has been in Facilitating Salmon Recovery Funding Board, Puget Sound 

Acquisition and Restoration, Watershed Cooperative Management, King Conservation District, and other 
grant-funded project implementation? 

 Number of 
Responses 

Percentage of 
Responses  

(excluding abstentions) 
Very successful 8 38% 
Successful 10 48% 
Somewhat successful 2 9% 
Neutral or no effect 1 5% 
Not successful at all   
Abstain 2  
Total 23 100% 
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9. Do you feel your jurisdiction is being fairly considered for project funding?  
 Number of 

Responses 
Percentage of 

Responses  
(excluding abstentions) 

Very satisfied 2 12% 
Satisfied 8 47% 
Somewhat satisfied 4 23% 
Neutral or no effect 2 12% 
Not satisfied at all 1 6% 
Abstain 6  
Total 23 100% 

 
10. How successful do you feel WRIA 9 has been in both making investments based on science and taking 

advantage of appropriate opportunities that come along? 
 Number of 

Responses 
Percentage of 

Responses  
(excluding abstentions) 

Very successful 6 26% 
Successful 12 52% 
Somewhat successful 4 18% 
Neutral or no effect 1 4% 
Not successful at all   
Abstain   
Total 23 100% 
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Section B Comments 
 
Comments with Multiple Similar Responses (Number of similar responses shown in parentheses) 
 

(5) Success achieving habitat restoration goals is dependent upon available funding 
• Lack of money got in the way.  
• I think the challenges have been having the resources/funding to implement the plan.  I think it is hard for smaller 

agencies to have the resources to be able to help spearhead the implementation of the plan.  
• They attempt to solicit and spend funds as well as they can – they seem very impactful. 
• Part of the challenge for WRIA 9 is a lack of public support for adequate funding to implement the Salmon Habitat 

Plan. 
• There have been a lot of projects planned that have not been built due to lack of funding. 

 
(3) WRIA 9 is successfully making both investments based on science and taking advantage of 
appropriate opportunities that come along  

• They do a good job of folding in science in their restoration projects. 
• For most part they try to incorporate science but take some positions that don’t believe are defensible, especially 

creating a spring Chinook run in Green River.  Would have made more sense if White River was still connected to 
Green. 

• I feel there have been beginning studies about different types of salmon science, but it feels that the projects are 
changing based on a lack of detailed information. 

 
(3) Complexity of competing interests, lack of property and contamination 

• Howard Hanson Dam has multiple goals they are trying to meet, including water to City of Tacoma and 
maintaining stream flows for fish, so it is challenging to maintain minimum flows. 

• The many competing interests make this work hard. 
• Our watershed has significant challenges with regard to lack of property and contamination. 

 
(3) Flood control policies negatively impact salmon recovery   

• My understanding is that temperature is the predominant factor related to success.  Shading is a big issue. So 
removal of trees for flood control, protecting levees, as required by Army Corps of Engineers makes it challenging 
to keep temperatures at appropriate level. 

• Concerned about flood control district. Their mission is to provide multiple benefit where possible.  The executive 
Side has 3 people who are responsible for flood control and not habitat. The levees created the problem and a 
few people have benefitted but not the salmon.  Other entities can go somewhere else but the fish need to stay in 
the river. 

• Flood control is a big challenge for salmon recovery. 
 
(3) Cooperation and coordination with forum members and other regional efforts   

• I think the biggest thing about the WRIA is getting past jurisdictional boundaries, and WRIA 9 has had some 
success with that. As long as we keep that in mind - that we are trying to recover salmon without each 
jurisdiction’s priorities taking precedence, then WRIA 9 works. 

• When it comes to lower 7-10 miles of the watershed, WRIA 9 has played a hands off role, allowing Boeing and 
the Port to pay attention to it.  I don’t think WRIA 9 has done a lot in the lower river. 

• Cooperation and coordination – WRIA 9 is not the only cooperative framework that the parties should be 
participating in.  The WRIA 9 Forum should not be expected to fulfill all parties’ regional policy and priority 
expectations and needs.  
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(2) Greater emphasis sought on stormwater impacts, policies, and projects  
• I would like to see us adopt better stormwater policies, with more active treatment. I think there is more 

technology out there, more opportunities to get better by looking at existing technology for wastewater treatment 
and applying it to stormwater. 

• I’d like to see a little more openness to considering the impacts of storm water in consideration of opportunities for 
habitat restoration. 

 
(2) WRIA 9 works hard and is effective at advancing overall watershed health  

• While salmon are still in decline, WRIA 9 is working hard. 
• Very effective at convening and advancing overall watershed health – a very essential role. 

 
Single Comments 

• There was a lack of focus on the hatchery conflict – we never got the message out.  On a positive note, I lobbied in 
Olympia with Doug and he takes every step possible to keep things moving. 

• I like the fact that we have changed our focus to project completion – “get one done.” 
• More education needed. 
• I don’t feel we have gotten any support over the years. 
• The City of Tacoma is not within WRIA 9 boundary although the Watershed is.  Because there are no salmon yet. 
• Their focus is salmon recovery, but looking at all factors that influence salmon, if there could be more investment in 

multi benefit projects that would benefit salmon recovery. 
• Should take another look at ways to solicit projects and create a transparent, prioritized project list that is consistent 

with other salmon recovery lead entities across the state. 
• Recently, basin steward Katie Beaver has been hugely helpful to connect them to opportunities to implement the 

WRIA 9 habitat plan; can use more of that kind of support. 
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Section C) Assessment of WRIA 9:  Stakeholder and Public Coordination and 
Relationship Building 
 
11. How successful do you feel WRIA 9 has been in ensuring overall public outreach, education, and 

participation to provide better understanding/awareness (through all communication channels including  
web site, newsletters, media press releases, federal and state lobbying, field trips and recognition events)? 

 Number of 
Responses 

Percentage of 
Responses  

(excluding abstentions) 
Very successful 3 14% 
Successful 8 36% 
Somewhat successful 8 36% 
Neutral or no effect 1 5% 
Not successful at all 2 9% 
Abstain 1  
Total 23 100% 

 
12. How successful do you feel WRIA 9 has been in communicating the WRIA 9 interests and positions on 

watershed, regional, state and federal issues and proposals to partner agencies, organizations, and 
jurisdictions? 

 Number of 
Responses 

Percentage of 
Responses  

(excluding abstentions) 
Very successful 4.5 20% 
Successful 10.5 48% 
Somewhat successful 5 23% 
Neutral or no effect 1 4.5% 
Not successful at all 1 4.5% 
Abstain 1  
Total 23 100% 

 
13. How successful do you feel WRIA 9 has been in building relationships and partnerships with other 

stakeholders, such as jurisdictions, tribes, funders and individuals to implement the WRIA 9 Salmon Habitat 
Plan? 

 Number of 
Responses 

Percentage of 
Responses  

(excluding abstentions) 
Very successful 3 13% 
Successful 9 39% 
Somewhat successful 8 35% 
Neutral or no effect 3 13% 
Not successful at all   
Abstain   
Total 23 100% 
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Section C Comments 
 
Comments with Multiple Similar Responses (Number of similar responses shown in parentheses) 

 
(7) Suggestions for coordination with tribes and other underserved communities 
• Might rate this even higher but tribes are difficult – want to work with State government and not work further down. 
• They work at reaching out but they don’t always get a response from the tribes, who have chosen not to participate. 
• Primary issue is tribes and hatchery conflict.  The tribe hatchery plan is not based on science. If you don’t have the 

habitat, the salmon are not going to survive. Could the tribes help fund and/or lobby for more rearing habitat?  Also the 
tribes would be more influential than other forum members with Flood Control District. 

• Additional engagement of tribes and other underserved communities that are affected by how the river is being 
managed, especially flood control management would be good. 

• Additional engagement and education of underserved and communities of color would be beneficial. 
• From a city perspective, we deal directly with the permitting agencies and Muckleshoot Tribe. I don’t think the 

Muckleshoots see the big picture of what the WRIA is doing. 
• I feel that we could have been more aggressive in bringing the Muckleshoot Tribe to the Management Committee and 

Forum tables. 
 
(7) Communications, Education and Outreach Suggestions 
• Do more outreach to stakeholders who participate in implementation committee meetings, since that is where a lot of 

the work pre-decision is happening. 
• Outreach is different than education. Education is being done, but outreach is something we could improve.  WRIA 9 

has had some success in partnership with King Conservation District for outreach but I think we could improve the 
outreach efforts to the general population. Outreach to the forum and to government is being done well. But not so 
much to the general public. 

• Like many entities, WRIA 9 doesn’t have a full time communications person, which constrains the communications 
work. 

• More education needed, especially in Covington.  I miss the newsletter that used to go out when had another staff.  
Need more exposure in papers. 

• When it comes to advertising itself, I think WRIA 9 could do more in terms of outreach.  The technical and political 
people around table haven’t advertised their work as much as they could. 

• Our high and dry jurisdiction needs more education such as newspaper articles and other communications to build 
awareness. Maybe King Conservation District can take the lead on this. 

• Part of a way to educate people to work with Water Districts is to send inserts/flyers in water bills. 
 
(2)  Good partnership effort with Army Corps of Engineers 
• Have done an excellent job with Army Corps of Engineers to get salmon passage at Howard Hanson Dam. 
• Doug has worked hard to develop relationship with Corps of Engineers, but COE has been ignoring us. 
 
(2) Suggestions for increased support and coordination among parties  
• Encourage staff to increase coordination among parties when it comes to legislative outreach and priorities. 
• I think there can be a benefit to providing additional support for agencies with the recognition that there are limited 

resources and what does that look like for those smaller agencies in consistently implementing the Salmon Habitat 
Plan.  
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(2) Complexity of competing interests makes work hard; continue working to build partnership 
relationships 

• I think some jurisdictional goals among cities tend to compete with the goals of salmon recovery, and it is much 
more challenging than for example WRIA 8, where those jurisdictions seem more aligned. 

• Improve at building partnerships even with organizations that from a habitat perspective may have a different 
interest to find a common ground. 

 
Single Comments   

• Other than a couple of people on the WRIA 9 staff, few other people involved in WRIA 9 understand the 
complexities of the relationships, roles and responsibilities of the nations, tribes and other governmental agencies 
involved in salmon recovery. 

• I enjoy participating on the forum, and collaborating to address shared priorities. 
• I think that it is important that WRIA 9 continues to work with stakeholders such as the Tribes and the Department 

of Fish and Wildlife in order to have a consistent message, which helps with permitting and construction.  
• WRIA 9 tends to have a different focus than the stakeholders often do. Stakeholders looking at health of fisheries, 

while WRIA 9 is focused on wild salmon recovery. This different focus may drive responses lower. 
• Have an excellent relationship with NOAA.  
• My interest is in engaging WRIA 9’s Tiers of engagement to take stewardship actions – engaging private 

landowners to contribute toward the solution, rather than the typically larger capital projects. 
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Section D)  WRIA 9 Planning Questions   
 
14. What is your interest in working cooperatively with others to pursue adequate funding for salmon recovery?  

 Number of 
Responses 

Percentage of 
Responses  

(excluding abstentions) 
Very interested 14 64% 
Interested 3 14% 
Somewhat interested 4 18% 
Neutral 1 4% 
Not interested at all   
Abstain 1  
Total 23 100% 

 
15. What is your level of interest for WRIA 9 staff to provide greater policy support and technical support to the 

cities on plan, code and program development and implementation, and communications with staff, city 
councils, committees, and utility districts to support consistent implementation of the WRIA 9 Salmon 
Habitat Plan? 

 Number of 
Responses 

Percentage of 
Responses  

(excluding abstentions) 
Very interested 12 52% 
Interested 8 35% 
Somewhat interested 1 4.3% 
Neutral 1 4.3% 
Not interested at all 1 4.3% 
Abstain   
Total Responses 23 

 
100% 
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Section D Comments 
 
Comments with Multiple Similar Responses (Number of Similar Responses shown in Parentheses) 
 
(4) Strategies and support for raising adequate funding for salmon recovery 

• State and federal government should be leading the effort for adequate funding but yes we can probably do more 
to find adequate funding. 

• If others like Puget Sound Partnership took the lead that would be terrific. It is a big drain on staff. 
• With orca recovery, we are looking for partners to have impact. 
• Coordinating advocacy efforts for fundraising would also be useful.  Once the governor’s budget comes out, how 

can agencies work better together with partners to advocate for funding?  It seems some of the projects that 
come out of WRIA 9 don’t get funded like they should. 

 
(4) WRIA 9 does a good job  

• WRIA 9 does a very good job, very professional, science based and equitable and we rely on their expertise and 
help quite a bit.  We look forward to working more with them to meet goals. 

• They do an excellent job.  I have been very impressed with their work. 
• Marlla Mhoon also does an outstanding job – I hope we can retain her in the future. 
• I think Doug and his team have done a good job under the circumstances, and considering the many competing 

interests. 
 
(2)  Suggestions for how WRIA 9 staff can increase support of staff, city councils, committees, 
and utility districts to support consistent implementation of the WRIA 9 Salmon Habitat Plan 
• WRIA staff can help provide guidance but that’s about it – provide information but stop short of dictating though. 
• It is challenging with smaller local governments which have smaller budgets, so for them to participate it would be very 

helpful for the WRIA to reach out to local city councils to make the pitch for salmon recovery; this is very important. 
 
Single Comments   
 
• If we defined best practices on stormwater that included active stormwater treatment that would leverage municipal 

funds without seeking alternative sources by the WRIA itself. 
• There should be more exploration of market based conservation models. 
• Seeing improvement here especially through funding of the lower Green River Steward position, Maybe additional 

staff are needed to further coordination and to really be embedded in local government policy.  
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Appendix A:  List of Respondents (Watershed Ecosystem Forum Members) 
 
 

Watershed Ecosystem Forum 
Member 

Respondent(s), Role(s) and Title(s) 

 
American Rivers Wendy McDermott, Delegate, Director, Rivers of Puget Sound & 

Columbia Basin 
Brandon Parsons, Alternate, Conservation Associate 

Boeing Kathryn Moxley, Delegate, Environmental Remediation Manager 
City of Auburn Bill Peloza, Delegate, Deputy Mayor  
City of Burien Bob Edgar, Delegate, City Councilmember 

Maiya Andrews, Alternate, Public Works Director 
Brian Wilson, City Manager  

City of Black Diamond Carol Benson, Delegate, Mayor 
City of Covington Marlla Mhoon, Delegate, City Councilmember 

Don Vondran, PE, Public Works Director 
City of Des Moines  Loren Reinhold, Alternate, Surface Water & Environmental 

Engineering Manager 
City of Enumclaw Chris Searcy, Delegate, City Administrator 
City of Federal Way Theresa Thurlow, Alternate, Surface Water Manager 
City of Kent Mike Mactutis, Alternate, Environmental Engineering Manager  
City of Normandy Park Susan West, Delegate, City Councilmember 
City of Renton Ron Straka, Alternate, Utility Engineering Supervisor 
City of Sea Tac Rick Forschler, Delegate, City Councilmember 
City of Seattle Lisa Herbold, Delegate, City Councilmember 
City of Tacoma Tyler Patterson, Delegate, Fisheries Biologist 

Greg Volkhardt, Alternate, Environmental Programs Manager  
City of Tukwila Dennis Robertson, Delegate, City Councilmember 

Mike Perfetti, Habitat Project Manager 
Green/Duwamish Urban Waters 
Federal Partnership 

Tracy Stanton, former Delegate, and substitute for current delegate 
Weston Brinkley  

King Conservation District Brandy Reed, Delegate, Interagency Director, Implementation & 
Education Programs Manager 

Mid-Sound Fisheries Enhancement 
Group 

Jeanette Dorner, Alternate, Executive Director  

Port of Seattle Jon Sloan, Alternate, Senior Environmental Program Manager 
Washington Department of Ecology Cleo Neculae, Delegate, Watershed Cleanup (TMDL) Lead 
Washington Department of Fish & 
Wildlife 

Stewart Reinbold, Delegate, Southern District Team Supervisor 

Washington Department of Natural 
Resources 

Joe Miles, Delegate, King County Shoreline District Manager 
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Management Commitee Recommended 
WRIA 9 2020 Budget: Status Quo plus 0.25 FTE

2019 
Approved

2020 
Provisional 

(2.93% CPI-W)

2020 Proposed 
(2.55% CPI-W) 

Status Quo

2020 Proposed (2.55% 
CPI-W) Status Quo Plus 
0.25 FTE, Management 

Committee 
Recommended

1 460,288 473,774 472,025 509,905

2 139,900 154,753 131,300 131,300

3 60,000 60,000 60,000 60,000

4a 69,930 38,982

4b 40,000 40,000
5 84,262 84,577 84,801 84,801
6 $814,380 $812,086 $788,126 $826,006

7

8

9           Watershed Coordination (1.0 FTE) 170,358 175,639           171,647            171,647                            
10 35,149 36,239             34,653              34,653                              
11 79,644 82,033             87,121              87,121                              

12 153,425 158,181           142,237            142,237                            
13 45,791 30,321             32,000              32,000                              
14 44,432                              

15 53,096 54,689             58,081              58,081                              

16 800                   800                                   
17 537,463 537,102 526,539 570,970

18

19 92,469 95,337             93,869              93,869                              

20 52,687 54,373             52,786              52,786                              

21 13,728 6,709               8,000                8,000                                

22 0 -                   12,027                              

23 21,075 21,749             21,115              21,115                              

24 0 200                   200                                   
25 $717,422 $715,270 $702,508 $758,967

26 7,398 7,585               7,581                7,581                                

27 1,144 1,173               1,171                1,171                                

28 45,293 46,425             46,380              46,380                              

29 5,190 5,320               5,315 5,315                                
30 11,020 -                                    

31 10,091 11,296 6,592 6,592
32 $80,136 $71,799 $67,039 $67,039

33 $797,558 $787,069 $769,547 $826,006

34 $16,822 $25,017 $18,579 $0

35 44,323 49,828 49,828

36 61,145 68,407 49,828

Footnotes:

2 Assumes  successful grant award from the King County Flood Control District (FCD).
3 Assumes  State Legislature authorizes operational grant funding to support Lead Entities.

12 Consultant Services includes KC expenditure account 53104 and 53105.
13 Mileage and Vehicle usage includes KC expenditure account 55010 and 53330.

10Supplies, Meeting, Food & Training includes the following KC expenditure accounts: 52110, 52180, 52202, 52205, 52217, 52290, 52380, 53310, 53320, 
53710, 53803, 53814, and 53890.
11 Communications and Printing includes the following KC expenditure accounts: 52215, 53100, 53101, 53220, 53806, 55159, and 55260.

14 At the end of 2018, actual ILA carryover fund balance was $49,828. The actual 2020 ILA carryover amount to be determined at the end of 2019. 
15 Assumes  the WEF would prefer to use the $18,579 in anticipated 2020 carryover funds to subsidize the cost of additional stewardship, thereby not gaining 
additional carryforward funds in 2020.

4 Assumes  State Legislature continues capacity grant support to Puget Sound WRIAs. PSAR 2019-2021 capacity grant funds will be approved with the state 
capital budget. The 2019 revenue funds expenditure lines 12 and 19.
5 Assumes Miller/Walker Creek Basin partners continue stewardship program. The Miller-Walker revenue is based on reimbursement for annual 
expenditures - funds are not eligible for carry forward. The ILA authorizes expenditures not to exceed $84,801. For budgeting, we utilitze the 5-year rolling 
average. Average revenue collected over the past six years (2012-2018) has been $67,924.
6 Assumes 3.5% labor growth for 2019 and 3.1% for 2020 based on King County Financial Planning Assumptions and Guidance (2019-2026) updated 
3/22/2018.
7WRIA 9 ILA Staffing and overhead are funded by ILA Cost Shares: Watershed Coordinator (1.0 FTE), Administrative & Habitat Plan Development Support 
(.4 FTE) and  Project Implementation, Planning & Stewardship Coordination (.60 FTE).
8 Other WRIA 9 Staff and overhead are funded by Lead Entity, Cooperative Watershed Management, and other grants and interlocal agreements.
9 Overhead includes office space, copier, legal, graphics/design, finance, human resources, and grant coordination.

Expenditure Total

Expected Carryover15

    Carryover ILA

Beginning Carryover ILA Funds (savings from year-to-year WRIA 9 ILA 

revenue)14

Ending Carryover ILA Funds (savings from year-to-year WRIA 9 ILA revenue) 14

1 Calculated 2020 ILA with 2.55% increase  of CPI-W (Consumer Price Index for Urban Wage Earners and Clerical Workers) from King County Office of 
Economic and Financial Analysis March 2019 June-June Seattle CPI-W Forecast.

Communications & Printing 11

Consultant Services12

Mileage & Vehicle Usage13

Computer Workstation

Miller/Walker Supplies, Food, Meeting, Training, Printing, Consultant Services, 
Mileage and Vehicle Usage

           Operations Sub-total

Basin Steward-Lower Green River (0.25 FTE)

Miller/Walker Stewardship Coordination (0.4 FTE)8

Miller/Walker Other KC Support Staff 8

          Staffing with Overhead Sub-total

Supplies, Food, Meeting & Training10

Miller/Walker Other KC Support Staff 8

Sub-total

Staffing Overhead:  Equals full cost recovery based on estimated King County 

administrative cost distribution (Est $52,687 per FTE for 2019-2020) 9

ILA Staffing 7 : 

Habitat Projects Coordination8

King County Science Staff Support8

          Administrative & Habitat Plan Development Support (0.4 FTE)
          Project Implementation, Planning & Stewardship Coordination (0.6 FTE)

Habitat Projects Coordination (1.0 FTE)8

King County Science Staff Support8

Basin Steward-Lower Green River (0.25 FTE)

Miller/Walker Stewardship Coordination (0.4 FTE)8

Miller/Walker (M/W) Creek Basin Stewardship ILA 5

Revenue Total

    Expenditures

Staffing:  Includes salary, benefits, retirement, industrial insurance & OASI 6

ILA Staffing 7 : 

    Revenues

ILA Cost Share1

Cooperative Watershed Management (CWM) Grant (KC Flood Control District 

[FCD]) - Capital Projects Implementation2

Lead Entity Grant (state grant through Recreation & Conservation Office [RCO] )3

Puget Sound Acquisition & Restoration (PSAR) Capacity Funds (RCO) 2017-

20194

Puget Sound Acquisition & Restoration (PSAR) Capacity Funds (RCO) 2019-

20214
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ATTACHMENT A: WRIA 9 MOU 2016 – 2025 
Year 2020 
 

 

WRIA 9 Scope of Work for 2020  
ILA, Lead Entity, FCD, and Contract Services  

Management Committee Recommended 
July31, 2019 

 

Watershed Ecosystem Forum Coordination 

• Schedule and staff four WRIA 9 Watershed Ecosystem Forum (WEF) meetings at key 
decision points in implementing and monitoring the WRIA 9 Salmon Habitat Plan (Habitat 
Plan) and preparing the scope of work and budget for work to be cost-shared for 2021 - 
2022. 

• Selective participation in and coordination with State and Puget Sound regional efforts, 
such as the Puget Sound Partnership (South Central Action Area Caucus Group and 
Salmon Recovery Council), the Washington Salmon Coalition, and regional or sub-
regional efforts. 

• Schedule and staff four WRIA 9 Management Committee (MC) meetings to oversee the 
2019 ILA-funded work program. Prepare quarterly budget and work plan reports. 

• Provide information to jurisdictions as needed and applicable, including presentations for 
briefing city and county councils and King County on ILA-funded watershed services and 
presentations. 

• Coordinate with city and county staff and elected officials as practicable. 
• Work on proposed new initiatives with Management Committee approval (for example, 

H-Integration facilitation). 
• Out reach out to cities on integrating city functions with salmon recovery actions, such as 

land use, parks, critical areas and shoreline management, and other actions local 
governments can take to support consistent implementation of the Salmon Habitat Plan 

• Coordinate regional aspects of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Duwamish/Green 
River Ecosystem Restoration Project. 

 
WRIA 9 Salmon Habitat Plan Implementation and Update 

• Coordinate with multiple agencies on relevant regulatory, technical, funding,  policy and 
program  issues including Our Green/Duwamish implementation, King County Flood 
Control District Lower Green River Corridor Plan development, statewide Floodplains by 
Design program, Puget Sound Partnership groups, and other regional salmon recovery 
efforts. 

• Implement an adaptive management plan and monitoring program and protocols and 
support the Implementation Technical Committee (ITC) in its advisory capacity to the 
WEF.  

• Continue to work with Puget Sound Partnership, ITC, WEF and jurisdiction staff to 
update and implement the Monitoring and Adaptive Management Plan and Salmon 
Habitat Plan.  

• Track National Marine Fisheries Service planning approach for Puget Sound steelhead 
recovery and marine survival studies.  
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ATTACHMENT A: WRIA 9 MOU 2016 – 2025 
Year 2020 
 

 

• Facilitate economic study of WRIA 9 benefits with American Rivers. 
 
Capital Projects Implementation 

• Coordinate cross-jurisdictional implementation of projects identified as WRIA 9 priorities. 
• Help to establish partnerships and seek funding for and implementation of high priority 

capital projects.  
• Support the WEF in developing, prioritizing, and presenting project recommendations for 

various funding opportunities (e.g., projects funded by the watershed allocation of King 
County Flood Control District Cooperative Watershed Management grants, Puget Sound 
Partnership, State Salmon Recovery Funding Board, Aquatic Lands Enhancement 
Account, Estuary and Salmon Restoration Program, Puget Sound Acquisition and 
Restoration, Conservation Futures, Floodplains by Design, Urban Waters Federal 
Partnership, King Conservation District and other funds). 

• Provide technical support to and project management coordination of habitat project 
design and development. 

• Adaptively manage the WRIA 9 Lead Entity grant process to align and leverage funding 
and capacity.  

• Prepare and facilitate project presentations from project sponsors to the ITC and WEF 
throughout the life of the project, from procuring a recommendation for funding to 
sharing milestones and final results.   

• Track capital project and program implementation through coordination with grant 
administrators and project sponsors. 

• Iteratively identify, prioritize and support implementation of projects within the Salmon 
Habitat Plan.  

• Coordinate with the King Conservation District and track progress on existing grant 
agreements and the Shared Endeavor program to jointly implement nearshore projects. 

• Administer the WRIA 9 WEF/Cooperative Watershed Management grant/funding 
program (on behalf of the WEF) pursuant to agreements with the King County Flood 
Control District and the collection of revenue in 2019-2020.  

• Develop and manage the WRIA 9 four-year work plan (4YWP) and Habitat Work 
Schedule (HWS). Coordinate among project sponsors and others as necessary to 
coordinate the entry of project data into HWS. 

• Support the WEF in developing, prioritizing, and presenting project recommendations to 
the State Salmon Recovery Funding Board for funding. 

• Manage any technical support contracts for capital project for design and development. 

 
Program Management, Communications, Public Outreach and Administration 

• Organize field trips Yellow Bus Tour, Nearshore Boat Tour, or other field-based 
informational opportunities for the WEF and state and federal elected officials.  

• Produce communication products, such as interpretive materials to help engage the 
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ATTACHMENT A: WRIA 9 MOU 2016 – 2025 
Year 2020 
 

 

public in the WRIA 9 implementation, adaptive management, and monitoring process. 
• Prepare a report on achievements at end of year.  
• Coordinate with jurisdictions and Puget Sound Partnership on implementing education 

and stewardship programs identified by the Habitat Plan. 
• Develop media press releases and communication material in coordination with partner 

jurisdictions. 
• Complete Nearshore video. 
• Conduct general administration work in support of ILA implementation. Administration 

includes work program development and monitoring, budget development and tracking, 
regular reporting, billing, personnel, and supervision. Short written progress reports will 
accompany billings to the parties. Work plan and budget progress report will be made to 
the WRIA 9 WEF. Quarterly budget and work plan reports will be provided at MC 
meetings. 

• Regularly update and maintain WRIA 9 website. 

• Provide administrative coordination of the WRIA 9 WEF, MC, and Service Provider. 
• Help prepare for, attend, and take notes at meetings of the WEF. 
• Track grants and invoices. 

• Coordinate Salmon Seeson with other watersheds. 
 
Stewardship Programs 
 
Miller/Walker Creek Stewardship  
• Under separate agreement with the parties in the Miller/Walker Creek basin, assist in 

implementation of the stewardship and monitoring program, including: 
 Implement a stewardship program to restore and maintain stream habitat and 

educate basin residents, and 
 Coordinate monitoring efforts. 

 
Lower Green River Stewardship 

• Fully implement the Re-Green the Green Revegetation Strategy. Enhance 
coordination and support of revegetation efforts of partners.  Enhance developing an 
inclusive public outreach strategy for establishing river and stream-side tree canopies 
and inspiring local residents to take action on their land or as a volunteer.  Enhance 
awareness of salmon recovery in WRIA 9. 

 
• Work closely with the WRIA 9 Salmon Recovery Team by participating in quarterly 

Watershed Ecosystem Forum meetings, monthly Implementation Technical 
Committee meetings, and regularly engaging with partners and project sponsors to 
identify and advance implementation of priority salmon recovery projects and 
programs. 
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WRIA Based Cost Share: WRIA 9 2020
Regional Watershed Funding
Management Committee Recommended 7/31/19

Total cost 
share: $460,288 $472,025 $509,905

1 Algona 0.23% 1,701 0.15% 226,112,900          0.16% 363.16 0.18% $796 $817 $882 $66
2 Auburn 6.24% 46,766 4.40% 6,551,618,581       5.67% 12,546.91 5.44% $23,919 $24,529 $26,497 $1,968
3 Black Diamond 0.58% 4,335 0.50% 742,303,428          2.08% 4,609.25 1.05% $4,632 $4,750 $5,132 $381
4 Burien 6.77% 50,680 4.10% 6,098,319,221       2.84% 6,297.73 4.57% $20,100 $20,613 $22,267 $1,654
5 Covington 2.65% 19,850 1.64% 2,434,832,291       1.75% 3,867.98 2.01% $8,846 $9,072 $9,800 $728
6 Des Moines 4.12% 30,860 2.34% 3,485,425,178       1.79% 3,969.64 2.75% $12,104 $12,413 $13,409 $996
7 Enumclaw 0.62% 4,671 0.51% 760,718,900          0.90% 2,003.14 0.68% $2,990 $3,067 $3,313 $246
8 Federal Way 8.69% 65,109 3.95% 5,878,245,525       3.63% 8,034.34 5.42% $23,858 $24,466 $26,429 $1,963
9 Kent 16.97% 127,100 11.09% 16,507,837,000     9.81% 21,724.89 12.62% $55,533 $56,949 $61,519 $4,570

10 King County 14.15% 106,009 8.19% 12,186,530,134     52.73% 116,755.97 25.02% $110,075 $112,882 $121,941 $9,059
11 Maple Valley 2.08% 15,560 1.89% 2,819,455,375       1.51% 3,351.23 1.83% $8,043 $8,249 $8,910 $662
12 Normandy Park 0.88% 6,595 0.99% 1,471,330,000       0.72% 1,595.66 0.86% $3,798 $3,894 $4,207 $313
13 Renton 4.71% 35,299 4.09% 6,088,006,745       2.77% 6,131.50 3.86% $16,969 $17,402 $18,799 $1,397
14 SeaTac 3.85% 28,850 2.32% 3,451,961,950       1.85% 4,095.20 2.67% $11,761 $12,061 $13,029 $968
15 Seattle 24.84% 186,039 50.15% 74,622,504,849     9.00% 19,919.60 28.00% $123,144 $126,285 $136,419 $10,134
16 Tukwila 2.62% 19,660 3.67% 5,462,978,217       2.78% 6,157.26 3.03% $13,309 $13,649 $14,744 $1,095

100.0% 749,084  100.0% 148,788,180,294   100.0% 221,423.45  100% $439,879 $451,096 $487,296 $36,200

+Tacoma $20,409 $20,929 $22,609 $1,680
TOTAL $460,288 $472,025 $509,905 $37,880

NOTES AND DATA SOURCES
Population:
• Population estimates are from state OFM for jurisdictions in one WRIA.

Assessed Value:
• Parcels on WRIA and jurisdiction boundaries are allotted to jurisdictions (cities and unincorporated King County) and WRIAs based on the location of the centerpoint of the parcels
• Assessed value of parcels owned by Port of Seattle Aviation Division is excluded from the analysis.
• The Assessed Values are from  King County Assessor's data 
Area: 

Difference between 
Management 
Committee 

recommendation 
and status quo  

• For jurisdictions in two WRIAs, population in WRIA 9 is calculated using census tracts. This is more precise than the old approach of estimating  population by multiplying the percent of the jurisdiction in WRIA 9 by the state OFM
population figures for the jurisdiction.

•  Acres excludes the Upper Green River subwatershed from King County's area and excludes Port of Seattle Aviation Division properties (airport and residential buyouts) from Burien, Des Moines, and SeaTac shares.
* Cost share amount is an averaging of the population, assessed value, and area percentage of each jurisdiction within WRIA 9 (% population + % assessed value + % area divided by 3 = Cost Share) Updated in 2018 with 2017 
metrics.

WRIA 9
Population 

(Pop) % 2017 Pop

Assessed 
Value (AV) 

%

2020 Cost 
Share Amount 

(Average of 
Pop, AV, Area)*

2017 Assessed 
Value Area % 2017 Acres

 2020 Draft        
Cost Share: with 

2.55% CPI-W 
Increase, Status 

Quo staffing level

 2019  
Approved   

Cost Share  

 2020 Draft Cost Share: 
with 2.55% CPI-W Increase, 

Management Committee 
Recommended, 0.25 FTE 

staffing increase

W9-ILA-CostShares2020_draft_7.31.19 MC recommended.xlsx
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WRIA 9 Salmon Recovery Manager Report 
July 31, 2019 

Workshops held for the Salmon Habitat Plan Update  
Policy and program workshops for each subwatershed of WRIA 9 were held April 18th and 22nd, May 29th, 
and June 5th and 20th.  The workshops were well attended and participants provided significant input. 
 
Watershed Restoration & Enhancement Committee (WREC)  
Matt (with me substituting for him at the May meeting) attended meetings of the WREC on April 23, 
May 28, June 25th, and July 23rd.  Matt is WRIA 9’s caucus representative on the WREC, which was 
formed to address the Supreme Court’s Hirst Decision (water allocations/permitting requirements). 
 
WRIA 9 and 8 Local Integrating Organization (LIO) 
The LIO met on May 1st at the Puget Sound Regional Council office in downtown Seattle.  Several 
presentations on marine shoreline topics were given:  Jennifer Griffiths, Washington Department of Fish 
and Wildlife, talked about the shoreline armoring vital sign implementation strategy; Kollin Higgins gave 
a presentation on Phase Two of the WRIA 9 Marine Shoreline Monitoring and Compliance Project; Greg 
Rabourn, Vashon Basin Steward, spoke about nearshore restoration on Vashon and Maury Islands; and 
Maggie Glowacki, Seattle Department of Construction and Inspections, gave a presentation on Green 
Shores for Homes:  Incentivizing Low Impact Development. 
 
Transition of the Puget Sound Partnership 
On Friday, May 3rd, I attended a gathering of people from throughout Puget Sound to say good-bye and 
good wishes to Sheida Sahandy whose last day as Executive Director of the Puget Sound Partnership was 
May 3rd.  The baton of Executive Director was handed to Laura Blackmore, former WRIA 9 Salmon 
Habitat Team member.  Laura was instrumental in convening the nearshore jurisdictions to address 
nearshore/marine shoreline issues way back in the 90’s and subsequently helping transition to the 
WRIA-based watershed approach for recovering salmon, bringing together the 17 river and nearshore 
jurisdictions of WRIA 9 to develop the 2005 Salmon Habitat Plan. 
 
Conversations with Will Stelle 
On May 13th, “Conversations with Will” (Will Stelle) was bench tested with the Tukwila City Council.  Mr. 
Stelle, former NOAA Regional Administrator, is volunteering the conversations with WRIA 9 City 
Councils.  Will began the conversation by describing the life cycle of pacific salmon, how they are born in 
the gravels of the rivers and streams of the upper parts of watersheds, migrate downstream to 
estuaries, turning right toward the Strait of JDF, turning left to the ocean, right again to Alaska and 
Russia, returning in three to four years following the basic same path to spawn in the gravels in which 
they were born; and repeat. 
 
He then described the architecture of salmon recovery by sharing his personal story of NOAA working 
with the Corps on fish passage at Howard Hanson (upper parts of the watershed) and the big efforts to 
cleanup the lower parts of the river in the estuary and Bay, highlighting that these efforts were “hard”, 
but the federal agencies don’t do land use, that the ESA doesn’t have the tools to do the daily things on 
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the land, and that it is absolutely important that local governments collectively rebuild the river and 
stream system between the bookends of the watershed.  Will very pointedly discussed the importance 
of cities being continuously vigilant as they do their business, always looking for opportunities to think 
about the river and improve the river system—taking a multi-purpose benefit approach to their general 
purpose functions.  He used the analogy of a knob to describe this continuous practice for improving the 
watershed “in the middle”. 
 
Will said that the Council “holds the keys” and commended the Council on their leadership in salmon 
recovery, and requested that they encourage other cities to do the same, emphasizing that cities are a 
key part of the solution.  In closing, Will very emphatically stated (again in context of the salmon life 
cycle, juveniles in particular), “We are here, and here is an important place!” 
 
Puget Sound Salmon Recovery Council (PSSRC) 
Dennis Robertson and I attended the May 23rd meeting of the PSSRC held in Edmonds.  Puget Sound 
Partnership and other state agency staff introduced the “Salmon Benefit Index (SBI),” a new method for 
evaluating and ranking habitat projects of the Puget Sound Acquisition and Restoration (PSAR) Large 
Capital funding program.  While informative, the ensuing discussion demonstrated significant concern 
about the SBI and push back on the process in which it is being developed.  At the outset of the meeting, 
WRIA 9 distributed written comments prepared by Kollin Higgins outlining our concerns.  The PSSRC felt 
that the concerns indicated the SBI is not ready for a decision and that more work on it was needed and 
acted to delay consideration of SBI for adoption. 
 
I participated in a subsequent WebEx on June 25th with members of the PSSRC and state agency staff, 
including the scientists who are developing the SBI for Puget Sound.  The upshot of the conversation was 
elevated concerns, most notably the comments that indicated there was significant and fundamental 
disconnects between the SBI and the Puget Sound Chinook Recovery Plan.  The August 8th meeting of 
the PSSRC at which SBI was scheduled to be adopted was cancelled. 
 
Seattle Seawall 
On May 23rd, the WRIA 9 Salmon Habitat Team attended a presentation of Seattle seawall research at 
Friends of the Seattle Waterfront.  It was gratifying to hear that one of WRIA 9’s first habitat restoration 
projects, pocket beach restoration at the Olympic Sculpture Park, subsequent monitoring, and additional 
studies have informed the design and construction of the new seawall to improve the use of the central 
waterfront by juvenile salmon. 
 
Lower Duwamish Waterway (LDW) Roundtable 
On May 29th, I attended a meeting of the LDW Roundtable in West Seattle.  The group met to continue 
refining group formation guidelines, such as defining roles of participants, and to test the functionality 
of the group’s ability to weigh in on substantive and process issues.  In particular, the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA), the organizing entity of the group, asked the Roundtable its opinion about 
public comment strategies regarding new findings that some of the chemicals of the Duwamish River are 
less potent carcinogens than previously thought.   
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Remedial design planning and Phase I water sampling will take place through early next year.  Thirty 
percent design is anticipated in 2022, 60% and 90% designs in 2023, and 100% design is expected in 
2024. 
 
Desimone Oxbow Habitat Restoration 
On Friday, June 7th, I attended “Projects Day 2019” at Seattle University which included three sessions of 
multiple presentations and a poster session by SU seniors of the Department of Science and 
Engineering.  One of the presentations, Desimone Oxbow Habitat Restoration, was by the four seniors 
who I have been advising since last September to develop habitat restoration concepts for the Desimone 
Oxbow property on the Duwamish River.  A final Project Report contains a summary of information from 
scientific literature relevant to estuarine habitat restoration on the Duwamish; detailed description of 
the site’s existing conditions; analysis of opportunities and constraints; set of preliminary plans for three 
design alternatives; and recommendations for next steps in the planning and design process.  (The 
student team provided a presentation on its project to the Watershed Ecosystem Forum at its May 9th 
meeting.) 
 
On Tuesday, May 7th, I attended a briefing on the preliminary restoration report (by the project team) to 
the US Environmental Protection Agency which is overseeing the Lower Duwamish Waterway (LDW) 
cleanup process, including the recently formed LDW Roundtable. 
 
On Monday, June 24th, I met with Dr. Wes Lauer and a student about her interest to conduct additional 
sampling of water quality near the Oxbow that would provide information that would help refine 
restoration design for the site. 
 
On June 28th, I briefed Bob Burns, Deputy Director of the King County Department of Natural Resources 
and Parks, on the restoration report. 
 
On Monday, July 29th, the Faculty Project Advisor, Doctor Wesley Lauer, and I briefed Tukwila Mayor 
Ekberg, Councilmember Robertson, and city administrators on the Desimone Oxbow restoration report. 
 
Shore Friendly Grant Awarded 
On June 7th, word was received that the state Estuary and Salmon Restoration program awarded 
$150,000 toward achieving armor reduction on WRIA 9 marine shorelines by engaging landowners 
about shoreline protection to avoid armoring and to provide necessary incentives and technical 
assistance to motivate landowner with existing armor toward removal.  The grant was prepared jointly 
among the King Conservation District, King County, WRIA 9, Washington State University, and Mid-
Sound Fisheries Enhancement Group. 
 
Green River Trail Alignment 
Matt Goehring is coordinating with King County Parks on a study of preferred regional trail alignment 
along the Green River between Kent and Auburn. He attended meetings on June 10th and July 15th to 
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advocate for alignments that are consistent with (or at least do not preclude) habitat opportunities 
identified by WRIA 9 for the Lower Green River as part of the Corridor planning process. 
 
Our Green Duwamish Stormwater Strategy 
A workshop of the Our Green Duwamish Stormwater Stakeholders group was held at the Tukwila 
Community Center on June 13th.  King County staff overviewed an outline of the implementation plan 
which was described as an adaptive management approach.  Prior to the workshop, members of the 
group were asked to try out a public input tool that could be used to help select recommendations. 
 
NOAA Fisheries/HHD Fish Passage BiOp 
On June 25th, Matt Goehring, Suzanna Smith, Kollin Higgins, and I met with Jennifer Quan and Lisa 
Abernathy of NOAA Fisheries to discuss questions we had regarding the Howard Hanson Dam fish 
passage facility biological opinion (BiOp) and actions WRIA 9 could take to help facilitate moving the 
process forward.  They recommended (1) frame the problem as a funding issue; (2) work with the 
Congressional delegation to include the facility as a national priority; (3) place the facility on the Corps of 
Engineers Seattle District’s list of priorities; and (4) continue to message that fish passage is connected 
to downstream habitat restoration, such as increasing rearing habitat in the Lower Green River. 
 
Lower Green River Flood Hazard Reduction Plan and Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement 
Suzanna Smith, Matt Goehring, and I met with Michelle Clark, Executive Director of the King County 
Flood Control District, on June 26th.  We discussed the FCD’s next steps for PDEIS development, ways to 
better coordinate between WRIA 9 and the FCD on habitat projects, and funding removed from the FCD 
capital program for the Lones Levee project in the Middle Green River.   Michelle agreed to provide an 
update on the Lower Green River Corridor Plan at the August 8th meeting of the WEF. 
 
Nearshore Video and Auburn Deputy Mayor Peloza 

On June 27th, Deputy Mayor Bill Peloza modeled for the videographer who is working with me on the 
WRIA 9 nearshore video.  Standing on the banks of the Green River at the Fenster restoration site, Bill 
talked about how nearshore restoration supports restoration done further upstream in the watershed 
to improve survival of juvenile salmon.  Video production is well underway. 
 
King Conservation District 
On June 27th, I met with Bea Covington, Executive Director of the King Conservation District (KDC), and 
Brandy Reed, KCD Interagency Director, to discuss execution of the Shore Friendly grant (mentioned 
above), discuss a joint project to help a neighborhood in WRIA 9 protect its shoreline and avoid 
armoring it, and the KCD’s proposed renewal of its rates and charges which expire at the end of this 
year. 
 
Habitat Funding 
I met with Gerry Johnson of Pacifica Law Group on July 19th about the Watershed Investment District 
bill that WRIA 9 prepared 10 years ago.  Mr. Johnson wrote the base legislation that WRIA 9 used to 
refine the bill to be more “bottoms up” concepts in the bill that emulated the WRIA watershed 
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governance structures in King County.  He was encouraged by WRIA 9’s effort to refine the bill in a way 
that could generate support for it.  He thought it is a good time to resurrect the bill given the world-wide 
attention to this area by media’s spotlight on the mother orca whale and her dead baby.  He remains 
confident that the only way to raise the amount of dollars necessary for Chinook salmon habitat 
restoration and, therefore, orca whale recovery, is a specific, new funding mechanism. 

Congressional, Legislative, and Related Activity 
In July, Lylianna Allala of Representative Jayapal’s local office left to take a job at the City of Seattle.  
Lylianna worked closely with WRIA 9 over the last two years to keep Representative Jayapal apprised of 
WRIA 9 issues and congressional priorities, most notably the downstream fish passage facility at Howard 
Hanson Dam.  I am now coordinating communication with Lindsay Owens in the D.C. office and Rachel 
Berkson locally.  As Lylianna was transitioning, pursuant to the recommendation of Representative 
Jayapal, we had begun to outreach to Representative Smith’s office on a tour of Howard Hanson Dam. 

Per the conversation mentioned above with NOAA Fisheries staff, we will be outreaching to Senators 
Murray and Cantwell on the downstream fish passage facility and our funding and program needs from 
the Army Corps of Engineers. 

We are convening a Project Manager meeting with the Army Corps of Engineers to discuss the status of 
the Green/Duwamish Ecosystem Restoration Project (ERP) which has been on the back burner for three 
years to re-estimate the costs to implement the remaining federally-authorized ecosystem restoration 
projects. 

Suzanna Smith helped Greg Wingard, Enumclaw resident and member of the Green River Coalition, and 
Josh Kahan, Middle Green Basin Steward, organize a tour of the Lones Levee Restoration Project and 
other levee projects on the horizon in the Middle Green for the Co-Chairs of the King County Flood 
Control District (FCD) Board of Supervisors and state legislators.  Together with key testimony by WRIA 9 
Co-Chairs Marlla Mhoon and Bill Peloza at FCD meetings, and discussions among WRIA 9 staff and 
Michelle Clark, FCD Executive Director, $500,000 was reinstated in the FCD capital program. 

Sincerely, 

Doug Osterman 
WRIA 9 Salmon Recovery Manager 
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